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CUBESAT PLATFORM

PHYSICS

Since both of these instruments have been developed for
use on CubeSats, an additional benefit is that this work
will contribute to NASA’s mission of enabling the science
that can be obtained using the CubeSat platform.

notional region
of interest

Space weather is known to perturb the quiescent ionosphere,
and some of these events result in complex spatial structures
in plasma density that may have deleterious effects on radio
wave
propagation through the perturbed region.
• Frequencies of interest range
•

PLP
• Local electron density and
temperature measurements
• Pulsed technique mitigates
contamination effects
• Designed and provided by Penn State

ABSTRACT

•

We are developing a laboratory system that produces a realistic
ionospheric plasma environment equivalent to that which occurs
during space weather storms. The project is motivated by NASA
priorities to understand the connection between solar and
geomagnetic effects on the state of the ionosphere–thermosphere–
mesosphere (ITM) system. Several space instruments are under
development to study the relevant physical mechanisms and the
effects on the ITM system. In particular, it is critical that low Earth
orbiting (LEO) space instruments are capable of measuring irregular
depletions in ionospheric plasma density and turbulence in
temperature. The outcome of this work will be two new capabilities
for MSFC’s LEO simulation chamber and the advancement of the TRL
of two instruments Penn State’s experimental Pulsed Langmuir Probe
(PLP) and MSFC’s Charge Analyzer Responsive to Local Oscillations
(CARLO) instruments.
CARLO
• 1 Hz to 10 kHz
• Modular (plug-n-play) design
• Can operate as conventional
RPA, ion drift meter, or
conventional LP
• Onboard spectral analysis

INSTRUMENTATION

•
•

from 1 Hz to 10 kHz
Corresponds to spatial scales
from a few kilometers to a few
centimeters
Turbulence scales important for
• VHF/UHF satellite com
• GPS systems
• Over-the-horizon radar
Communication or navigation
outages can last for hours
Regions of depleted plasma are
often referred to as “plasma
bubbles”
Heating events in the ionosphere affect
the electron density in that region
causing a modified density profile
referred to as a “bite out”. This bite out
was created artificially using a ground
based heater. Data from [1].

GROUND-BASED SIMULATIONS
In order to raise the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of the PLP and
CARLO, they must be proven in a relevant environment. NASA/MSFC
and Penn State have LEO chambers that have been used for this or
similar purposes in the past, and this project will modify the
equipment at MSFC to include two critical upgrades: 1) the ability to
control the steady ionospheric density without changing any other
plasma parameter, and 2) the ability to simulate irregular
ionospheric conditions similar to those experienced during a space
weather storm.

PREVIOUS RESULTS

The new capabilities of the systems will be used to
functionally test the PLP and the CARLO, increasing
the TRL of both instruments.
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Plasma parameters as a function of aperture opening.
In the range of 20% to 90%, the change in electron and
ion densities is nearly linear while electron temperature
is constant. A curve fit can be applied for a more precise
relationship between aperture opening and plasma
density. Image from [2].

Data from the flight-proven Plasma Local
Anomalous Noise Experiment (PLANE) instrument,
which serves as the basis for CARLO. Shown is the
spectral power observed in frequency bins 2
through 4, respectively corresponding to upper
bounds of 10–1000 Hz. Image from [3].
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Penn State’s LEO source modified with an adjustable grid shown a) fully open b)
fully closed and c) vacuum facilities at MSFC.

